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Intro

AnalytEx: the power of real-time data driven
decisions in the DeFi space.

AnalytEx is a platform for blockchain users and projects, with exclusive
capabilities of an end-to-end Advanced Analytics framework. With
AnalytEx, you can access valuable insights based on over a billion
daily transactions and events carefully processed in real time. We want
our users to make data-driven decisions faster than others, as soon as
the opportunity appears on the chain. 



AnalytEx is more than just another way of collecting data. It uses
sophisticated technologies and tools like data mining, AI and
predictive analytics models to discover insights and present them in a
meaningful way. It gives you context, helps you get more out of your
data. Just like that, complex blockchain data becomes open to any
user, without the need for a deeper understanding of technology
behind it.

Cross-chain analytics made simple. For everyone.
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Challenge
One of the most valuable features in blockchain-based economics is its
publicity of data - it increases trust, security and transparency.
Nevertheless, there are lots of pitfalls like terabytes of data, lagging
nodes, complicated interfaces, and other roadblocks.


AnalytEx solves these issues. Using the power of blockchain and big
data, we offer best in class solutions for making data-driven decisions
instead of intuitive ones. We deliver powerful insights that provide users
with different kinds of competitive advantages.
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Market Size
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$1.1T
TAM

58.5%


$55B
SAM

$274B

$274M

$2.7M
2022

$5.5B
SOM

2025

Workflow
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AnalytEx combines data from Ethereum (EVM) compatible blockchains
in real time, cleanses data, runs through the analytical engine,
aggregates, and finally stores it in an easy-to-access manner. Through
the BI suite and the Smart alerting system, you can then receive
remarkable in-time data insights, helping you make the right decisions.


We use High Availability nodes across the world on multiple chains:
Binance Smart Chain, Ethereum, Polygon, Avalanche, Gnosis, Fantom,
and more to be added.
Ethereum blockchains

Raw Data Sources
Smart Contract
Transaction
Event
Wallets


Single Source of Truth
DeFi protocol
Exchange
Farm
Stakin
Lendin
Token
NFT
P2E Games

Insights
DeFi Data Explorer
Yield Farm Aggregato
Lending Aggregato
Crypto Price
Wise Mone
Meta Gems


... and more


Platform
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1 Single Source Of Truth

At the core of the AnalytEx platform are the invaluable sources of
truth. Data sources stored in our cloud data warehouse contain
both real-time and historical data going back as far as the first
block in the blockchain. With AnalytEx, users will be able to access
not only raw data, but also clean and reliable aggregated data
that’s been carefully processed by the smart contract detector and
analytical engine. 


2 Smart Alerts

Users will never miss important events with our customizable
notification system. Users will be able to receive notifications via
telegram and email.
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Self Service
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API-first

AnalytEx offers its users the power to find their own answers. There
is no need to wait for a 3rd party to answer your question or
search for it online - find answers right here right now.


We use an API-first approach streamlining the way we engage with
users. AnalytEx is scalable, extensible and adoptable. Its API
provides the ability to easily integrate with new markets and
business solutions in the future. 


Solutions
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Yield Farming Aggregator
The solution provides the ability to monitor yield farming APYs in real time
and choose the best farm or pool to stake. All the essential data is present
in one place: rewards, TVL, APR, social media channels, and more. It’s
possible to stake, claim rewards, or just check the information. No need to
go to a thousand places to harvest your farming rewards.

Lending Protocols Aggregator

Lending Protocols Aggregator optimizes data of various DeFi lending
protocols in an easy-to-navigate interface, all in one place. Investors who
want to increase their passive income are often forced to move assets
between several lending protocols seeking higher APY. The solution
compares protocols and finds the best lending opportunities.

Crypto Prices

Crypto prices is a price-tracking solution for crypto assets that allows users
to follow cryptocurrency prices, total supply and market cap changes.
Unlike other websites, AnalytEx does not act as a 3rd party, it auto-detects
and lists new ERC-20 tokens data, and takes all data directly from the
blockchain without delays.


Wise Money

Wise Money is an advanced portfolio management that helps investors
control funds, stay alert and maximize their return on investment. The
solution provides money makers and institutions with an oppotrunity to
account transactions, make comments, see historical assets performance.

Meta Gems

Take a deep dive into the most popular NFT projects and discover new
upcoming gems. With AnalytEx, it is easy to get a hand on any assets
whether it’s a fungible token or an NFT.


Features
All solutions come with various features powered by the AnalytEx
platform.


Dashboards
Dashboards are an essential instrument to get visibility into key performance
indicators. Visualisations enhance the decision making process.


Insights
Usually, projects go through multiple phases before being listed and/or publicly
marketed. Once they do, in many cases it's too late to invest in them (mainly due
to botting and the number of people who are already aware of internal / private
stages). 


AnalytEx will scan blockchains and automatically list upcoming DeFi projects as
soon as their smart contract is deployed on the chain. This will make the
information readily available to potential investors who are willing to take on the
heaviest risks or do extensive research on their own.



Self Service
Having barrier-free access to data is the key to faster, better decisions. Data
democratization is the foundation for the AnalyEx self-service capabilities that
provide users with the ability to get reliable data insights on their own terms. Users
get the power to quickly extract information from various sources, explore it, get
valuable insights, create visualizations, and make data-driven decisions.
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Sources of Income

Subscriptions for raw and aggregated dat
Paid custom reports and dashboard
Subscriptions for notifications and trigger
Premium features and tools for staker
Paid API
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Roadmap 2022
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We start our product suite with the AnalytEx-as-a-Service Platform that
will power several solutions:
Yield Farming Aggregato
Lending Protocols Aggregato
Crypto Price
Wise Money
Meta Gems


We follow Lean principles in our development process, and all products
and features will be delivered quickly and consistently.

Q1
Infrastructure
Setup

Q2

Q3

Q4

API

Expansion to new
chain

Platform
Enhancements

AnalytEx
MVP

Crypto
Prices

Premium
Subscriptions

Self Service
Capabilities

Yield Farming

Aggregator

Lending
Protocols

Wise Money

Meta Gems

Team
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People
We are a team of highly skilled and talented blockchain developers,
smart contract auditors, product owners, dev ops, analysts, and data
scientists.

Backed by

One of the most impactful tech
advisories in the industry. 500+
smart contracts have been audited
since 2017. $2B+ of funds are
being secured.  
hashex.org

CryptEx
Locker

The Digital Vault protects
over $500M of funds of 640
projects and their investors. 

cryptexlock.me

Partners

Contact Us
Olga Ortega

Sr. Product Manager

telegram
oortega@hashex.org

